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1. Introduction 

Cancer is characterized by the virulent tumors and 

virulent neoplasm which may be defined as abnormal, 

excessive, uncoordinated, and autonomous proliferation 

of cells. [1]. Cancer has been seriously threatening the 

health and life of humans for a long period and has 

become the leading disease-related cause of deaths of 

human population [2]. Lung cancer is one of the most 

common types of cancer that occurs in women and men 

[3]. Radiation therapy and surgery for treatment of 

cancer are only successful when the cancer is found at 

early localized stage. However, chemotherapy in 

contrast is the mainstay in treatment of malignancies 

because of its ability to cure widespread or metastatic 

cancers [4]. 

4-(2-fluorophenoxy) quinoline derivatives bearing an 

imidazolonehas anti-cancer properties and act as 

antiproliferative against A549(human lung 

adenocarcinoma) drugs are essential to fight lung cancer 

[5]. Given the importance of anti-cancer drugs, it seems 

necessary design and predictions new drugs with more 

activities and spend less time and cost to do the 

synthesis [6]. Computational methodologies have 

emerged as an imperative tool for any drug discovery 

program, playing key role from hit identification to lead 

optimization [7]. In this research, the famous method, 

which is called quantitative structure–activity 

relationship (QSAR) has been developed, and used for 

predicting the biological behavior of compounds by 

utilizing molecular structures and experimental data. 

Through this method biological properties can be 

obtained easily without any experimental efforts for 

synthesis and testing the novel compounds [8]. These 

characteristics made this method to be expanded and 

used in several fields, and recently have been employed 

for screening the biological activities of drugs in drug 

design [9]. QSAR model can be generated by collecting 

the experimental data, and then calculating the 

theoretical parameters for new designed compounds. 

The experimental data are related to the biological 
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properties that considered as dependent variables such 

as toxicity, bioavailability and activity for creating the 

model [10]. Among these descriptors only relevant 

variables should be selected which are in correlation 

with biological activities. Therefore, one of the essential 

steps in the QSAR method is employing a technique to 

select the respective variables [11]. Innovation in the 

variable selection tools effected in developing of 

important methods such as stepwise [12], simulated 

annealing and genetic algorithms (GAs) [13]. After the 

respective descriptors have been obtained, the model is 

built by using various modeling methods such as 

multiple linear regression (MLR) [14], support vector 

machine (SVM) [15] and partial least squares (PLS) 

[16]. The main goal of this paper is development of an 

effective model using SW-MLR and GA-MLR 

approaches, and considering the most important 

descriptors which affect the activities of molecules. 

 

2. Results and Discussion 

2.1. Stepwise-multiple linear regression method 
First, the data set of 31 derivatives was partitioned into a 

training set of 25 compounds and a test set of 6 

compounds (80 and 20%, respectively, of the total 

number of compounds) (Table 1). By using Stepwise-

multiple linear regression method (SW-MLR) seven 

descriptors was selected with most associated to the 

pIC50 which includes: RDF020m, Jhetp, R6v+, 

RDF100m, E1v, HATS4v, Mor32e.  

The following formula (1) was obtained:  

pIC50= 12.188 (±1.148) + 14.692 (±5.485) HATS4v + 

0.5358 (±0.0869) Mor32e - 0.1417 (±0.0316) RDF020m 

- 12.485 (±1.5746) Jhetp + 3.952 (±0.8528) E1v + 

23.889 (±5.1379) R6v+ + 0.0175 (±0.0047) RDF100m 

Predicted pIC50 values for each molecule by using the 

SW model have been reported in Table1. Figure 1 

displays the predicted error values with little error (-0.1 

to 0.1). Statistical analysis values of SW method are 

shown in Table 2.  Also contribution of each descriptor 

obtained in SW model shown in Figure 2. Statistical 

data of model showed very good R2
Train (0.948) value 

and the value for Test (0.88) also showed relatively 

acceptable. 

In the next stage, the genetic algorithms method used to 

provide better prediction models of Test and compare 

the resulting of the models. 

 
Table 1. Chemical structures and the corresponding 

experimental and predicted pIC50 values by SW-MLR and 

GA–MLR methods 

 

Num  R1 
 

R2 R3 pIC50 
SW-

MLR 

GA-

MLR 

1 morpholinyl 
 

H CH3 6.00 6.01 6.08 

2 pyrrolidinyl 
 

H CH3 5.83 5.82 5.85 

3 piperidinyl 
 

H CH3 6.10 6.05 6.07 

4a 
4-

methylpiperidinyl 

 

H CH3 6.18 6.19 6.11 

5 
4-

methylpiperazinyl 

 
H CH3 6.22 6.27 6.21 

6 
4-

methylpiperidinyl 

 
4-

CH3 
CH3 5.95 5.97 5.97 

7 
4-

methylpiperazinyl 

 
4-

CH3 
CH3 6.08 6.12 6.09 

8 
4-

methylpiperidinyl 

 
4-

OCH3 
CH3 5.98 6.00 5.93 

9a 
4-

methylpiperazinyl 

 
4-

OCH3 
CH3 6.02 6.06 5.92 

10 
4-

methylpiperidinyl 

 
4-F CH3 6.28 6.27 6.23 

11 
4-

methylpiperazinyl 

 
4-F CH3 6.37 6.33 6.29 

12 
4-

methylpiperidinyl 

 
4-Cl CH3 6.38 6.41 6.43 

13 
4-

methylpiperazinyl 

 
4-Cl CH3 6.44 6.46 6.40 

14 
4-

methylpiperidinyl 

 
4-Br CH3 6.18 6.23 6.3 

15 
4-

methylpiperazinyl 

 

4-Br CH3 6.32 6.30 6.30 

16 morpholinyl 
 3,4-

2F 
CH3 6.21 6.28 6.21 

17a 
4-

methylpiperidinyl 

 
3,4-

2F 
CH3 6.27 6.35 6.23 

18 
4-

methylpiperazinyl 

 
3,4-

2F 
CH3 6.40 6.39 6.35 

19 
4-

methylpiperidinyl 

 
3-Cl-

4-F 
CH3 6.37 6.42 6.39 

20a 
4-

methylpiperazinyl 

 
3-Cl-

4-F 
CH3 6.42 6.50 6.30 

21 
4-

methylpiperidinyl 

 
4-

OCF3 
CH3 6.21 6.27 6.22 

22 
4-

methylpiperazinyl 

 
4-

OCF3 
CH3 6.36 6.33 6.38 

23 
4-

methylpiperidinyl 

 

4-CF3 CH3 6.27 6.25 6.31 
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24a 
4-

methylpiperazinyl 

 
4-CF3 CH3 6.30 6.22 6.35 

25 
4-

methylpiperidinyl 

 

3-CF3 CH3 6.06 6.09 6.11 

26 
4-

methylpiperazinyl 

 
3-CF3 CH3 6.11 6.1 6.08 

27 
4-

methylpiperidinyl 

 
2-CF3 CH3 6.35 6.31 6.41 

28 
4-

methylpiperazinyl 

 
2-CF3 CH3 6.43 6.42 6.38 

29 
4-

methylpiperidinyl 

 

2-Cl CH3 6.49 6.5 6.48 

30a 
4-

methylpiperazinyl 

 

2-Cl CH3 6.51 6.49 6.51 

31 
4-

methylpiperazinyl 

 
2-Cl H 6.60 6.57 6.60 

                   a Test set 

 

Table 2. Statistical results of different QSAR models  

 

  
Training 
set 

    
 

  
Test 
set 

  

  
R2 RMSE F Q2

LOO   R2 RMSE F 

SW-

MLR 
0.963 0.043 63.158 0.751 

 
0.881 0.587 -2.84 

GA-
MLR 

0.933 0.048 34.008 0.877   0.916 0.075 -1.86 

 

   2.2. Genetic algorithm-multiple linear regression 

method 

    In this step for choose the best descriptors with 

highest associated to pIC50 used genetic algorithm as a 

subset based on MLR method. Descriptors with the 

highest correlation were selected which including 

MATS7m, Mor28u, R5v +, MATS8v, Mor21u, Mor32v, 

RDF040v descriptors. Formula (2) was obtained from 

Train data in qsar model. The accuracy of this formula 

was evaluated by Data Test.  
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Figure 1. The residuals to the experimental pIC50 values by 

SW-MLR model for train and test set 
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Figure 2. Contribution of each descriptor obtained in SW 

model 

Formula 2:    

pIC50=19.61 (±4.975) + 24.97 (±4.782) MATS7m + 

0.3525 (±0.0723) Mor28u + 12.22 (±7.411) R5v + -

0.4855 (±0.9412) MATS8v - 0.1345 (±0.0578) Mor21u 

+ 0.5993 (±0.2384) Mor32v + 0.0449 (±0.0189) 

RDF040v 

NTrain = 25, R2
Train = 0.933, RMSE Train = 0.048, FTrain = 

34.008 

NTest = 6, R2
Test = 0.916, RMSETest = 0.075, FTest = -1.861 

R2
adj = 0.906, Q2

LOO = 0.877, Q2
LGO = 0.803 

N represents the number of molecules, R2 represents 

squared correlation coefficient, RMSE represents the 

root mean square error, F represents the Fisher F 

statistic, R2
adj represents the adjusted R2, Q2

LOO and 

Q2
LGO represents coefficients for leave-one-out and 

leave group out respectively. 

The data obtained show that the predictive potency of 

this model is very good. Also the R2 data shows that if 

this model evaluated by test data, the potency of 

prediction could be very well (0.916), which confirm the 

validity of the results. Train RMSE values and the Test 

values are 0.048 and 0.075 respectively, this data shows 

that the error of method is very small and negligible. 

The result of our calculations for Q2
LOO and Q2

LGO are 

0.877 and 0.803 respectively. High levels of Q2
LOO and 

Q2
LGO values prove the ability of the presented model in 

support of the internal validation. Experimental values 

and predicted values shown in Table1. These values 

indicate that the predicted values are very close to the 

experimental values. Figure (3) show the predicted 

values of train and test against the experimental pIC50 

values. Contribution of each descriptor obtained in GA-

MLR model displayed in Figure (4). As shown in Figure 

4, MATS7m and R5v+ descriptors compare to other 

descriptors have more effective and contribution in 

prediction of pharmaceutical activity. Error for pIC50 of 

drugs prediction to both train and test were between -

0.13 and +0.13, but this value for most molecules are 

between +0.07 and -0.07. These error amounts show that 

there aren’t significant errors for each of molecules 

(Fig.5). As seen in Figure 5 dispensing errors are 
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completely random and there is no systematic error, so 

this method is statistically acceptable. The correlation 

coefficient matrix for selected descriptor in GA-MLR 

method is reported in the Table 3. As you can see, there 

is no dependency between selected descriptors. The 

definition and class of best descriptors were indicated in 

Table 4.  

 
Figure 3. The predicted versus the experimental pIC50 by GA- 

MLR 

 

 

 

 

 

      

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4. Contribution of each descriptor obtained in GA-

MLR model 
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Figure 5. The residuals to the experimental pIC50 values by 

GA- MLR model for train and test set 

Table 3. The correlation coefficient of selected descriptors 

based on GA-MLR and SW-MLR 

    HATS4v Mor32e RDF020m Jhetp E1v R6v+ RDF100m 

 
HATS4v 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 

 
Mor32e 0.425 1 0 0 0 0 0 

 
RDF020m 0.379 0.006 1 0 0 0 0 

SW-

MLR 
Jhetp 0.118 -0.043 0.036 1 0 0 0 

 
E1v 0.752 0.305 0.427 0.222 1 0 0 

 
R6v+ 0.414 0.072 -0.062 0.497 0.287 1 0 

 
RDF100m 0.474 0.006 0.096 0.006 0.312 -0.007 1 

         

    MATS7m Mor28u R5v+ MATS8v Mor21u Mor32v RDF040v 

 
MATS7m 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 

 
Mor28u -0.128 1 0 0 0 0 0 

 
R5v+ -0.070 0.452 1 0 0 0 0 

GA-

MLR 
MATS8v 0.134 0.158 0.585 1 0 0 0 

 
Mor21u -0.056 -0.034 0.170 -0.059 1 0 0 

 
Mor32v 0.465 0.242 0.041 -0.022 -0.305 1 0 

  RDF040v -0.111 0.298 0.505 0.207 -0.473 0.161 1 

 
Table 4. Definition and class of best descriptors 

No. Symbol Class Definition 

1 MATS7m 2D 

autocorrelations 

Moran autocorrelation - 

lag 7 / weighted by atomic 

masses 

2 Mor28u 3D-MoRSE 

descriptors 

3D-MoRSE - signal 28 / 

unweighted 

3 R5v+ GETAWAY 

descriptors 

R maximal 

autocorrelation of lag 5 / 

weighted by atomic van 

der Waals volumes 

4 MATS8v 2D 

autocorrelations 

Moran autocorrelation - 

lag 8 / weighted by atomic 

van der Waals volumes 

5 Mor21u 3D-MoRSE 

descriptors 

3D-MoRSE - signal 21 / 

unweighted 

6 Mor32v 3D-MoRSE 

descriptors 

3D-MoRSE - signal 32 / 

weighted by atomic van 

der Waals volumes 

7 RDF040v RDF descriptors Radial Distribution 

Function - 4.0 / weighted 

by atomic van der Waals 

volumes 
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2.3. Comparison of SW-MLR and GA-MLR 

Both SW-MLR and GA-MLR methods provided good 

result, but when created models in SW, GA method 

were assayed by the test set, genetic algorithm method 

had higher predictive power. Statistical values in the 

Table 2 indicated that in the genetic algorithm increase 

in R2 and F, also decrease in RMSE be seen. As shown 

in Table 3 correlation coefficient between each 

descriptor in SW-MLR is less than 0.75 and in GA-

MLR is less than 0.58. Therefore, selected descriptors in 

GA-MLR method have low correlation and compare to 

SW-MLR method are more independent. All of the 

result shows higher predictive power of genetic 

algorithm.  
  
3. Materials and methods 

3.1. Data set 

In this paper, the activities of 31anti-cancer drugs were 

derived from literature [5].  All of the IC50 values were 

inverted to –log (IC50) and indicated as pIC50 during this 

research (Table1). 

31molecules of dataset were divided into training and test sets 

(25 molecules training set and 6 molecules test set). 

3.2. Molecular descriptors 

The chemical structures of molecules were drawn in 

Hyperchem software (Version 7.0) [17]. Then 

optimization procedure was carried out to achieve stable 

conformation of molecules. To do this first using the 

method of molecular mechanics force field (MM+) and 

then optimization was performed using optimization 

methods semi empirical (AM1) with the root mean 

square gradient of 0.01 kcal mol-1. Using Hyperchem 

was obtained descriptors diverse as the highest filled 

orbital (HOMO), lowest vacant orbital (LUMO), 

Lipophilicity (LogP), etc. Moreover, calculated 1497 

descriptor by DRAGON software [18]. Removal 

operation done to eliminate problems such as the 

random chance of descriptors and correlations between 

choice descriptors. In the first stage, removed 

descriptors with the almost constant value, or 90% of 

fixed amounts. In the second stage descriptors were 

selected which independent variables more than 9.0 

correlation with other independent variables, And 

Removed variable is the lowest correlation with the 

pIC50. After omissions remained 386 descriptors for 

operations final analysis. 

3.3. Variable selection 

In this step the best descriptors should be chosen among 

remaining descriptors. The biggest challenge of qsar 

studies is providing a good model with selecting the 

smallest number of descriptors among   the remaining 

descriptors [19]. There are many ways to predict the 

dependence between descriptors and dependent variable. 

In this study we used stepwise multiple linear 

regressions (SW-MLR) and genetic algorithm multiple 

linear regressions (GA-MLR) methods. Calculations 

were performed by using spss software (version 18) and 

Matlab 6.5 software [20, 21] for done SW-MLR and 

GA-MLR methods respectively. In both methods 

validity of model evaluated by statistical methods. 

 

4. Conclusion 

In this research, qsar study was used to find reliable 

model for antiproliferative properties of 4-(2-

fluorophenoxy) quinoline derivatives against A549. For 

the selection of significant descriptors and construction 

of the model, SW-MLR and GA-MLR were utilized as 

powerful and suitable techniques. In each of the 

methods seven descriptor with the most correlation 

selected. Models were assayed by test set to evaluate the 

accuracy. When the results of SW-MLR and GA-MLR 

methods were compared, one can deduce that GA-MLR 

had the best outputs. According to the proposed models, 

the new drugs 4-(2-fluorophenoxy) quinoline derivatives 

can be synthesized with higher pharmacological effect. 

So GA-MLR method can be used for the calculation of 

the activities of novel compounds. 
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